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Herrick Classic Champion
., byllsa Reyvick '
What all began back in 1970 with
a celebrated birthday romp
around Armington wearing only,
the bare necessities, has now
become a First Section tradition
entering its second decade. Many
moons have come and gone since
then and the Herrick Classic has
become a sports event for the
participation of many and the
delight of all, not just jocks and
athletic supporters.
Monday night, Feb. 11 .was
spontaneously chosen for the
Tenth Annual World Champion-
ship Herrick Classic, The night
was perfect, with a : seasonal '
- temperature around 17. a brisk
.
wind from the north-eas- t and the
newly fallen snow barely settled on
the ground. - -
A large crowd came out for the
late night race, gathering mostly .
along the starting lines, with the
largest accumulation situated at
the first turn. Andrews Hall
undoubtedly provided the greatest
number of spectators, not ; to
mention the. most enthusiastic
ones at that. An were ready for the
Firsf Section men to show their
stuff. ..V u '
X Announcements before , the
- race began shortly afterlQ.30 p.m. .
E.SX- - as Keith Allen. Herrick
Master of Ceremonies, tested the
microphone and then introduced
-- the contestants as the "Rocky"
theme : song poured from the
windows of the dorm.
sr blntor Ms
Kouin Ouinn. defender of the
title after winning the 1979 Herrick
Classic, was heavily favored.
Quinn, confident before the race,
was not phased by the fact that
Tom Litzler. one of the prime
contenders, was, as the champ put
it. "cocky".
Only three members represent-
ing the senior class participated in
the race. They were Mark
Lafferty. Jed Andrews and "Z.B."
" ZJ3. was heard proclaiming during
the introduction. might be cold.
buto i my uu'b ns w" luu" """3"" nuwi.Legacy Of Blacklisted Actor Probed-So- n
Of Paul Robeson Lectures Here
will cook tonight.
' by Louise A. Blum
Paul Robeson, singer, . actor,
political activist, and scholar, '
projected through his fife an image
that reflected a carefully
developed set of values, his son,
Paul Robeson, Jr. told an audience
Feb. 6 in Lean Lecture Room, and
it is because of this set of values
that he is almost unknown today.
Throughout his life, Robeson
followed three main principles,
handed down to him by his father,
a runaway slave. The first was to
strive for perfectkxv leading
Robeson to study all his life in an
effort to increase his knowledge.
The second was the realization
that to go through life trying to
accumulate wealth and power for
himself, was wrong - his mission
!
Juniors in the. race included
Tom Litzler, Berf. Mark James.
Dave Sterna. Dave Guilley. Matt
Morra. Pete Newman, and the
defending champion. Sophomores
were Tim. Belch, Bill "Lank" Price.
Dave Colling. Scott Steffan, Greg
;Tonian, Mike Brag, and Pete Briss..
- The race began unofficially at
approximately 10:45 p.m.
Following the designated course. .
the runners took off from the steps
of Armington and remained on the
pathways on the west side of the
quad over to Kauke Hall. After
circling the young female situated
in the arch of the classroom
building, the Beta's broke from the
pack in a rapid sprint directly back
across, the quad. According to
Kent Hughes, official time keeper,
the winning time was 3:02. brought
in by the favored Kevin Quinn.
Tom Litzler placed second and
Greg Tonian came in a close third.
Rumor has H that if the Herrick
is won three years in a row by the .
same person, his garment is
bronzed and made into a lamp. "
The crowd cheered the runners
as they came in. -- but quickly
departed from the cold; they now
ant icipate the cold night which will
be selected for the Eleventh
Annual race: From .hindsight
everyone knows that whatever
day is chosen in February of 1981.
whether ; cloudy or clear, the
moons will shine brightly on the
Herrick Classc...no butts about it
w . -intensive oemmar
Heldbaturday t--or
to the great advantage of the
upperclass --students of the
College, the Dean's Office, in
conjunction with the Career
Planning and Placement Service,
has scheduled . a three-hou- r
intensive seminar on "How to
Hunt for a Job." The seminar,
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon tomorrow
morning, Saturday. Feb. 16, will
deal with the basic anxieties and
mysteries that the student freshly
out -- of school faces. The seminar
will be held in the Library Lecture
D i
was to serve tne people rrom
whom he had come, for if they
were left behind in poverty, then all
his achievements meant nothing.
The third principle was the one
that contributed most to his
persecution and eventual
obliteration. Robeson held that
one "should always do what is
right, and not what is expedient."
Although a political conserva-
tive in college, falling somewhere
"between Booker T. Washington
and Woodrow Wilson," Robeson
was one of the founders of the Civil
Rights movement and one of the
first black activists, the speaker
said. " .
He worked always to protect his
image, believing that "images and
symbols define a society's view of
cont. on pg. 3 .
Interdenartmen
v by Diane Day
On Feb. 4 the faculty, by
-- unanimous vote, approved a new
Interdepartmental major:
International Relations. Freshmen
and Sophomores will have the
opportunity to declare Inter-
national Relations as a major field
of study' by presenting to the
Administering Committee hisher
plan of courses and programs
which should fit rationally into one
educational objective.
Florence Howe, Humanist, To Return
As Visiting Professor Spring Quarter
Florence Howe, a major
national figure in the development
of Women's Studies, will join, the
College of Wooster faculty spring
quarter as the J. Garber Drushal
Distinguished Visiting Professor of
Women's Studies. Her presence
on campus will provide a focus for
interest in the College's Women's
Studies program and will offer
students a special opportunity to
study with someone who is both a
renowned expert in Women's
Studies and a generative force in
the continual re-evaluati- on of
academic curricula.
"Changing Images of Women
and Men in Literature --and Life"
(IDPT 399) is the title of the course
which Professor Howe will teach,
IDPT 399 will focus on short fiction
and v pursue the connections
between literature and life by
addressina --Questions about sex11 t I. mkju doo minimatent ui tuaentsTtu cominar. which IS. Ot
course, free to students. "is being
conducted by Donald Sbawver. a
Wooster graduate who is how a
corporate officer with 25 years of
business experience. His aim is to
provide inside information and
relate first-han- d knowledge of the
job market in order to assist
students in getting beyond some
very basic obstacles when looking
for his or her first job.
The outline of the lecture
includes discourse on the basic,
but essential, first step pf
planning a job search campaign
and writing a resume. The real
value of the seminar will, however,
be found in the information
provided by Shawver that is not
necessarily common knowledge,
particularly regarding the function
and purpose of employment
agencies, what results to expect
from newspaper advertisements,
and how to find out about the
unpublished as well as 4he
published job market. The
seminar will not simply deal with
the "how-to- " aspects of job
hunting, but rather it will be three
hours of strategy instruction.
While most seniors will hot be
finished until June and I.S. poses a
more serious threat, being slightly
more immediate, it is not too early
to begin , absorbing an under-
standing of some of the techniques
and tactics that job hunting will
require. v . '
Courses must be distributed
through three areas of study:
International Process and
Problems from which three to six
courses are required, States and
Regions in the International
Community with two to five
courses necessary, and one to
three courses beyond the 113 level
in a specific foreign language or
113 competency in two foreign
languages, for a total of nine
courses.
and gender: ix women ana men
read the same stories differently?
about aender and sex role
stereotyping to be a good reader
and an astute critic in 1980?
the background, for these
questions by reviewing the
processes of sex role socialization
and the qualities of sex role
stereotypes in Western culture
and will discuss short fiction about
the dilemmas that women and
men face in friendship, love, work,
identity, death and dying, and
rebellion and change.
During, spring quarter.
Professor Howe will also give a
faculty seminar ort - Women's
Studies --and its intellectual,
political, and pedagogical
implications. Her convocation on
April 16. "Making Art Out of
Women's Lives",,will be a part of
the symposium on women in the
arts.
Ms. Howe comes to Wooster
with a broad experience in
Women's Studies. She holds an
on-goin- g position as Professor of
Humanities at SUNY-Ol- d
Westbury.' where she teachers
literature and Women's Studies
and also coordinates the work of
the Feminist Press, including the
Women's Studies Newsletter.
Last year she served as the
Visiting Scholar for the GLCA
Women's Studies program, a
consort ial effort in which she had
been previously instrumental. She
is a former president of the
Modern Language Association
and was the first Chairperson of
the MLA commission on the
Status of Women. Her work has
also included, the publication of
many essays and monographs on
literature, teaching, politics and
Women's Studies. Professor
Howe's husband, Paul Lauter, will
accompany her to Wooster where
he will complete work on a book
on the development of the
American literary canon.
. As a humanist and a feminist,
Florence Howe was appointed this
year's Drushal Visiting Professor,
a Chair established'by the Board
of Trustees "to bring to the
campus periodicany individuals
whose accomplishments embody
the most discriminating
achievements of the human spirit
and whose presence will set a high
standard of excellence for
Wooster."
-- Additional requirements for the
major are, one Social Sciepce
Method, three Independent Study
courses having an international
focus in which foreign policy of
individual states must be
addressed, !4 Senior Conference
combining an examination of
literature and the "international
community" on campus, and. one
overseas semester, for thirteen
and one half credits in all.
Students seeking complete
listings of the courses available in
International Relations should
check the bulletin board in the
political science area in Kauke;
inquiries concerning specifics of
the major should be directed to
Gordon ShuD m Kauke 115.
t-il- i-r SoriOC In
pjnal Week Ol
FvmininQ FthlCS
The cominq week will bring two'
more distinguished films to the
College as part of the series
"Ethics and Values in Contem-
porary Films." On Monday the
18th. Tomas Alea's The Last
Supper, will be shown at 7 and 9J30
p.m. After the second showing
Professors Yvonne Williams of the
Black Studies Department and
Glenn Buchcr of the Religion
Department will lead a discussion
'of the provocative questions
raised by the film. On Tuesday,
Terrence malick's beautiful and
haunting Days of Heaven will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. All of these
events are in Mateer.
Alea's The Last Supper may be
the single most powerful film in the
series and certainly raises, a
complex series of questions about
the enslavement of Black people
and the inherent destructiveness
that exists in the belief of .any
group of human beings that it
stands superior to other human
beings! The film takes place on a
seventeenth century sugar
plantation in Cuba in the days
immediately preceding Easter. In
the opening sequences the desire
of the slaves for freedom is
established; but the entrenchment
of the brutality of the system, a
system without moral justification
and with diminishing economic
justification, is ruthlessly exposed
in the retaliation against one of the
slaves whose indomitable will
cannot be broken. These opening
scenes, however, serve mainly to
set up the central episode of the
film, encouraged by a decent but
naive priest, in which the owner of
the plantation, as a pious
remembrance of Christ's
crucifixion, invites twelve of the
slaves to sup'per-a- n event in which
the humanity, intelligence, and
sagacity of the slaves becomes
evident. In this scene, and the
subsequent events which only the
film has the power to reveal,
questions of trust, simple decency,
and the hypocritical ways in which
we as human beings can twist even
the potential sources of our
cont. on pg. 3
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Students Give Signatures
In Opposition To The Draft
To the Editor
Because of my beliefs about
war, I am opposed to participation
in the military.
Helen Shisler
Michelle Florack
Michael McCormack
Susan Reed
Lee Torch
Douglas Hall
Denise Ahlquist
Jane Storaasli
Rebecca Collins
Steven Thompson
Donna L. Buell
John Thompson "J.T."
Marcus D. Pohlmann
Tom T. Fan-- III
Diane Houk
David E. Sanders
George Galster
Christopher P. Bauman
Andrea E. Foy
Constance M. Danowski
M. David Burton
James R. Denne
Peggy Mook
Daniel McKenty
Linda Kuban
Anne Archibald
Jake Reiter
Lauren Giordano '
Sue Nickel
Lisa Bove
Patricia S. Miller
Ann S. Aber
Alan Gasser
Mark W. Frazier
Karen M. Jones
David Underwood
Marcel Vandenbergh
Paul De Marco
John C. Rosenbkith
Mark K. Cotton
Andrew M. Lewis
D. J. Huskins
-- t tir du.mdames w. reieisuu
Leanne Poteet
Peter A. Murray
Ed Stumpf
Amy Brocket
Marian Owen
Mark A. Ferguson
Sue Fishbum
David Mogul
Norma Fort
Beth Underwood
P Rachel Cross
Rachel Swanger
Carin Chitterling
Kenneth W. Goings
Peter Richardson
Joe Stuligross
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Gregory A. Dolnikowski
Liz Shaw
Deanna Smith
Karl E. Willers
Jan Birchfield
John M. Russell
Terry W. Gillispie
Karen Daers
Elsie Wenger ,
Doris Wenger
K. E. Parsons
Martin J. Stanton
David J. Uns worth
James Ewart
Holly Blake
Laura Lee Eve
Inga Tuve v
James C. rustic
Scott Schiller
Elizabeth E. Frank
Margaret Poethig
Pam Radice
Anthony F. Morales
Sarah WestfaU
Brooke Bashore
Cynthia A. H. Beach
Ann Fisher
Julie A. Barber .
Lisa Vkkery
" Cyd Fane
John P. Rider
Jonathan Vaughters
Glenn Hammett
. Mark D. Smoot
Cathy Personius
Karl S. Rosengren
Robert W. Reid
Charlotte Sornrners
Don Q. Fink, Jr.
Debbie Taylor
Abigail Kolb
Grace Gaylor
Karen C. McCartney
Kristy A. Dawson '
Kevin Lecocq
Susan Muench
Mimi Richmond
Melissa Richmond
Student Government Candidates Are
Up For Close Pre -
To th? Editor.
Election day is fast approaching!
On Wednesday February 20th
students will cast their ballots for
Student Government leaders. Prior
to the elections, the candidates will
be busy campaigning in an effort to
express their views and gain
support for their ideas. This is an
important time for all members of
the student body to be aware of
what is going on. The people
J...'.:.......Lta Vfckery
. . .
Kevin Grubb
Harsperry
ViliSH"?3"!00
HAPPENS. CALL EXT. 433.
' '' '
' y " v
iSLfiL. ens.- -
,
Wooster
.
Common Cause
To the Editor
Many colleges and universities
across the country have initiated
Common Cause organizations on
their campuses and I am interested
in helping start one on Wooster 's
campus. -
After having spent this past fall
quarter at the National Headquar:
.ters of Common Cause in Wash-
ington. D.C.. I feel it is appropriate
to enunciate some of the funda-
mental purposes of the organiza-
tion. Common Cause. , a . non-
partisan citizens lobbying organiza-
tion, was founded in 1970 by
Olumnies Prove Successful
To the Editor.
'I would tike to take this chance
to extend mv appreciation and
Election Scrutiny
elected will be involved with the
making and overseeing of campus
policies. They will represent stu
dents to the administration, faculty,
alumni, and trustees. It is therefore
vital to carefully consider the
strengths and weaknesses of each
candidate. Take the time to read
the candidates statements in the
Voice, come to the "Meet the
Candidates Night" (Sunday at
7 OOpmln Lowry Fit), or talk with
the candidates about their qualifi-
cations. Student Government has
great potential and has been
steadily working towards fulfilling
that potential during the past four
years. Thanks to the work of this
year's qualified Cabinet members
and dedicated SGA representa
tives. SGA has been successful in
several areas. We have opened
fines of communication with other
small colleges, participated in
discussions involving educatonal
poticy. allocated approximately
$4000 to- - . smaller groups on
campus, and submitted a proposal
for a non-progra- m coed dorm. Past
accomplishments are numerous,
but are greatly outweighed by the
possibilities for future work. Good
people are needed 1o tackle this
work. You can choose these
people by voting intelligently on
February 20th.
. Sincerely.
Carol Rowan
President. SGA'
Meet the candidates
on page 10.
former Secretary of HEW, John W.
Gardner. It is now the largest
organization of its kind . in the
United States: '225.000 members
work together to make federal,
state and local governments func-
tion in more efficient, responsible
and honest ways.
.
'
Common Cause has success-
fully lobbied for such reforms as
public financing "of presidential
campaigns, an uncompromising
ethics code for both House and
Senate, and "sunshine" legislation
which opens up government meet- -
thank to all those reonle " who
Dartictoated in the First Wooster
Winter Olympics. .The day turned
out to be a fantastic success and
should be attributed to the 30
teams comprising over 300 Woo-
ster. students which participated.
Teams participated in 20 events
with a spirited competitiveness and
in the epitomy of good sportsman-
ship. In addition to this, we were
able to raise $130.00 for the U.S.
Olympic Committee through the
sales of T-shir- ts, hats, and posters.
Special thanks - go to Nan
Fausnaugh, Steve Weaver, Susan
Brown, and Tom Litzler for the
many hours they spent planning
this event Without their careful
planning and ' supervision, this
event would not have been
possible. '- --. Sincerely,
John Talbot
Chairperson, Student
Activities Board
Delts Have Right
To Team Name
To the Editor.
As concerned students,,
members of a fraternity and close
friends of those of Phi Delta Sigma
we are writtnq this letter in reaards
to the recent facultyadm-
inistration decision involving
those formerly of Fifth Section, or
Delts and the involvement in the
intramural programs. -
This decision forbidding these
persons to call themselves Delts.
5A. 5B or any connotation thereof
is totally absurd. One would think
that professors and administrators
who hold PhD's and various other
degrees of higher education would
have better things to do with their
time than nit-pic- k over a name
which an intramural basketball
team holds. It is not enough that
these men had their charter
cont. on pg. 3 .--
Proposed
inas 'tot the Dublicp evey . current
priority issues 'include: public fi-
nancing of congressional cam-
paigns: Lobby Disclosure, a more
responsive energy policy, and the
Federal Trade Commission Au-
thorization Bill. ."'
Common Cause's political clout
is achieved through die use of an
"inside-outside- " lobbying tech-
nique. Professional lobbyists work-
ing out of the national office meet
with Senators and Representatives
while Common Cause members hi
the 50 states write, telephone,
telegram and in some cases
personally interview their members
- of Congress in support of priority
issues. '
.
-- ,
I was at Commonr Cause on the
Wooster Ethics and Society pro-
gram sponsored by 1he Religion
Department and. as I saw ' it.
ing towards making our govern-
ment more ethically concerned.
This can be seen in the kinds of
issues which are deah with. In his
.visit to the college last month and
after his address dealing with
American Ethics in Transition,
Senator Mark Hatfield (R-Ore- .)
indicated in personal dialogue: 1
genuinely support what the Com-
mon Cause organization is doing
and what it stands for." After
hearing Senator Hatfield speak of
art ethics of accountability one
student asked. "How can we make
our current system accountable to
the people?" I felt like yelling out.
"You should join Common
Cause!" Their program of account-
ability reflects' the ethos 'of the
entire Common Cause movement!.
At the recent National Govern-
ing Board meeting held February
1-- 3 in wasnington, Arcruoata ux
was unanimously elected Chair---
man of the Common Cause
Board. Mr. Cox has served as
Solicitor General of the United
States, professor of law at Harvard
Law School and more recently as
one of the prosecuting attorneys
durjng Watergate. He succeeds
Nan Waterman who had succeed-
ed the founder (John Gardner) in
1977.
If you are interested in helping
affect, the political process hi an
affirmative direction or are interest
ed in more information concerning
Common Cause or even the
possibility of starting a Wooster
Common Cause chapter, please
contact me at Ext 328 or Campus
Box 1792.
."j; '
.
Respectfully submitted.
Glen A. Holman
MUMBLINGS
byMikeLauber
"
--This past Tuesday was not the
first visit of an Abraham Lincoln to
our campus. The first Abe arrived :
to the musical fanfare of the Board
of Trade band and the rain of
Wooster skies. The year was 1915.
-- The Lincoln had been given by
William H. Mullins. 76, of Salem,
Ohio. His father, James H... made
the "presentation and Judge
Charles Knchbaum, '83, gave an
address on Lincoln the ideal
statesman and citizen. President
White accepted the gift on behalf
of the College and the president of
the Student Senate spoke of how ,
much this statue would mean to
generations of Wooster students,
"a cherished symbol of greatness
of spirit, to which all might aspire."
The statue was Lincoln to the ';
life, in the build, the facial ;
expression, even in the stance and
the crumpled shoes. His left hand ;
held the Emancipation Proclama--;
tion. "With malice toward none..." "
read- - the .inscription, beneath
Lincoln's feet. .' ' :i .
The - sculptor was John G.J
Segesman, originally of Wooster.
u oo iQio.I ik wiuie, ai ajjc oj, ui
"In 1915 1 got orders to make
a life-siz- e model of Abraham
Lincoln. I copied the face from a
- plaster :. mask sent from
Washington, D.C. There was no
- beard, the eyes were blank
spots. These 'missing parts I
copied from an oil painting... ;
. The Wooster Lincoln, the two
, in Detroit, and others strung out
along the Lincoln Highway were
ad made from that model."
Mr. Lincoln was mounted seven
placed between the rows of elms in
front oPKauke Hall. The statue
unfortunately inhibited the view
down College Avenue from Kauke .
and was consequently moved in
1923. It was then set up south of
Memorial Chapel and attached by
bolts to an underground base. :
This arrangement proved to be
only a challenge to students who .
frequently unbolted and
absconded with the President.
Sometimes Mr. Lincoln was found
lounging in a section of Kenarden
or reposing in an attic or under a
porch. Occasionally early church-
goers found Honest Abe attired in
"
the clothing of a coed.- -
Apparently the statue was too
often an invitation to pranksters,
rather; than' an inspiration to
scholarly citizens. In 1956, Mr.
Lincoln went into hiding where he
remained until 1963, when once
more he took up his vigil south of
the chapel, v
Today neither the chapel nor
Abraham Lincoln graces our
grounds. After McGaw was built
the statue was placed north of
Andrews Library. For the last five
or more years, however, Lincoln
has presided over no campus,"
surveyed no student body, sought
no refuge in -- Stevenson or
- Kenarden. He rests undisturbed in
the service building out of reach of
treacherous tricksters and
Delts Right
,
to
.
. Team Name Detendedf j j
cont. from pg. 2
revoked, fraternity abolished and
their right to Eve together taken
away, but now they find it
necessary to take away jusf a .
name which they identify with. ;
This name definitely ' 'means'
nothing to faculty or" admini-,- .
strative personnel but to these
men it is one of the few bonds that
subversive students. - . : ' f- -
Why Mr. Lincoln should be so
exiled by the actions" of a few
miscreants found in any crowd --
"liberally educated or not - is a
mystery. To remember Lincoln is
to femember one who stood tall in
troubled times, stood for right in
days of wrong. For him to hide his
face seems disrespectful for the
gift, the giver and a shame for .
those- - anxious to receive.
Certainly our campus, our world
sorely needs " this "cherished
symbol" of honesty to reflect upon
and respect. Crumpled shoes are
inspiring only when properly filled.
Legacy Of Blacklisted Actor Probed-So-n
Of Paul Robeson Lectures Here
. cont. from pg. 1 "
itself and its place in the world," his
son said. The central theme of his
life was to be African, and he
supported ' the struggles of the
African colonies for freedom. , .
Robeson was an actor and a
--
- concert singer who ranked with
Caruso,
.
the speaker said, and
always he used his talents for his
people. Early In his career,
Robeson took . the worlds to
Hammerstein's song "Old Man
River" and changed the tone from
one of resigned hopelessness, of
sitting motionless and watching
the Mississippi roll by, to one of
power and striving, of actively ,
fighting" the river and all its
connotations. "That," his son said,
'
"is why he is controversial."
In 1934, Robeson went to Russia
to meet with film director Sergei
Eisenstein for a picture on the
tfC Arts Prograrn
Info Is Available
r by Kevin Crubb '
Bill ChildreSs, Assistant
Director of the Great Lakes
Colleges Association (GLCA)
Arts Program in New York City,
will speak to all students interested
in the program Feb. 19 at 4 p.m. in
Severence Art Studios. Childress "
will be available to talk to
individuals during the afternoon,
concentrating on students who
: expect to participate in the
program next fall., Rebecca
Seeman; Wooster faculty
representative for the program,
strongly urges all students who are
interested in GLCANew York
City, to contact her for an
appointment with Childress at ext.
425. ..
...
'
.
A slide presentation buttressed
with information on the program
provided by : Childress and
previous GLCA Arts Program --
apprentices will familiarize
.
prospective candidates with the
,
program's format, requirements
and expectations. Students who
will provide insight to the program
will be drawn primarily from last
fall quarter's apprentices . who
were engaged uv theatrical,
musical, visual arts and
cont. on pg. 6
they still hold, together. Who gives
Galpin the authority to play God .
and tell someone what they can or
cannot call themselves? It is an
unsubstantiated and oppressive
move that they have taken against ,
the. men of Phi Delta Sigma. What ;
are
-
they'
'.-r- e
.
driving
-
-
at
- .
anyway?'
.
. n. -
.
...
, A , uave dwm
;;.-"r'-
; ; Ed Wierzbicki
' Jim StoB '
liberation of Haiti and narrowly
escaped being lynched while
waiting for his train. It was then
that he first understood --what
fascism really was, the speaker
said. It was the river, and he had to
fight it:
: In 1938, he went to Spain during
the Spanish Civil War. "An artist
must elect to fight for freedom or
for slavery," he said,. "I have made
my decision... I have no choice."
In 1948, he told the striking
workers in the Panama Canal
Zone that one day this land would
belong to them. He gave lectures
and concerts on civil rights and
equality, on socialism vs.
capitalism, causing Nixon to
accuse him and anyone attending
his lectures of being Communist,
the speaker said. Angered citizens
told the activist to go to Russia; he
responded that his parents had
died for this country and "no
fascist-minde- d people are going to
drive me away."
In 1950, his passport was
confiscated and he was told by the
government to "stick to singing
and quit making speeches" - or
. else. Robeson proceeded to make
another speech, informing- - a
crowd of 5000 people that blacks
"must realize their strength. "We
happen to be the decisive force
and that's why they terrorize us,
fear us," he said. He urged them to
unite - "We do not want to die in
vain anymore."
' The response of the govern-
ment, the speaker continued, was
swift. In Peacekill, New York,
Last Supper" and
Explore Contemporary Ethics, Values
cont. from pg. 1
goodness into rationales for our
ruthless ness are played out. The
film disturbs; the film challenges.
Its ' provocativeness makes the
discussion with Professors William
and Bucher an excellent
opportunity to follow up its
themes.
; The second film of the week.
Days of Heaven, offers another
story of entangled human motives.
A young drifter (Richard 'Gere)
and his lover, who pretends to be
his sister (Brooke Adams),
. ." I T-- - I II
migraie io ine lexas pannancue
. looking for work near the turn of
.
lonely wheat farmer. (Sam
Shepard), who falls in love with
Adams, Gere concocts a scheme --
fort his lover to marry the farmer so
that the two of them can inherit his
noney and farm when he dies. The
ipjan leads to unexpected and
' hopelessly complicated shifts of
.
loyalties and feelings among the
three principals, raising questions
February 15.
faculty comment
On Worthy
by Peter Havholm
.
Though it is not written down
anywhere as J a policy, admins
strators at this college tend also to
be teachers, a practice by no
means universal in higher
education. Traditionally, the
teacher-administrat- or offers the
opportunity for remarks like "If
you can't teach,., do something"
and discussions of whether it is
really possible to be both lord and
lackey. 7
It offers also, however, the
opportunity for a pluralistic
.
during a benefit concert by
Robeson for the Civil Rights
movement (the fourth of its kind in
Peacekill), a riot was staged. While
state troopers . stood by, the
people at the concert were beaten
and stoned by alleged patriots,
who afterwards marched the
streets , carrying signs reading:
"Wake up America--Peaceki- ll
did."
Robeson illustrated his lecture
with slides of his father as a young
man and as an actor, showing
scenes from O'Neill's "All God's
Children" and "Emperor Jones"
and from Othello.
Robeson was the first black
actor to play Othello on
Broadway, the speaker said, and
he brought a new concept to the
role. Robeson portayed Othello's
rage as the rage of a man betrayed,
a man abruptly deposited in an
entirely foreign culture, who has .
seen his honor and dignity
stripped and destroyed. Under his
handling, the murder of
Desdemona became a "justifiable
execution," Robeson said, a
portrayal prompting author
Aldous Huxley to write the actor,
saying: "For the first time, I now
understand what Shakespeare
meant."
Robeson concluded his lecture
with a quote from the last scene of
Shakespeare's play, spoken by his
father
"Speak of me as I am; nothing
extenuate.
Nor set down aught in malice."
Paul Robeson died in 1976.
"Days of Heaven"
for the viewer about friendship,
love, integrity, fidelity, betrayal,
and revenge. Significantly, many
of the conflicts of the film have
their impact on the drifter's real
sister (Linda Manz), an adolescent
who narrates the taie for us and
who must try to sort out the
meaning of the heartbreaking
events for herself. Yet the most
searching exploration of the
ironies of the film may come from
even another source: the stunning
and poetic photography which
embeds us always in a world of
visual beauty even as treacherous
and violent events work
themselves out.
This week's offerings should
continue to provoke questions
about how we act in the world and
what we value as we do. Make a
special effort to see those films,
especially The Last Supper, and to
take part in the discussion of it
with Professors Williams and
Bucher.
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Occasions
perspective on education and on
this educational institution. Dean
Vivian Holliday, a teaching
member of the department of
Greek and Latin, does not smoke
cigars, and I cannot imagine her
ever saying "the bottom line." For
those and other reasons, I believe
she has retained a teacher's
perspective on the educational
process despite some years
residence in the topless tower over
there.
Since Dr. Hotliday's students
report she has not forgotten what
it was like to be one of them, she
has at her command three ways of
viewing this place. Thus, I look
forward eagerly to her talk next
Wednesday at 10, "College as
Idea: Perspectives and Reflections
of a Student, Teacher, and
Administrator."
. Deans make decisions that can
affect all of us in ways we are quick
to complain of if we object.
Witness Ye Ed's caustic remarks
on our Winter Friday off the other
week, the result of a calendar
decision made two years ago by
the Educational Policy Committee
Dean Holliday chairs. As a result,
even the idle conversation of
Deans - is monitored carefully.
However committeed, they do
have the power to affect our lives
as others do not. And when a
Dean delivers a public lecture on
education, I suspect she must be
unusually conscious of the policy
implications of her words.
But that situation is only an
extreme form of the dilemma any
Wooster student, teacher, or
administrator faces once she has
agreed to speak on Wednesday
morning. In my view, that forum is
the most difficult any member of
this community has to face. The
Convocation audience includes
experts in one's field who demand
technical accuracy, a number of
liberally educated persons not in
one's field who would prefer non-
technical language, and others
who (according to my research)
would most like, in addition to
clarity, a lot of humor and a little
drama. These separate audiences
are very hard to please with the
same lecture. Further, speakers
from off campus face their
audiences for 50 minutes. On-camp- us
speakers face theirs for
years.
And yet, speakers from the
community frequently speak more
directly to us, despite all these
perils, than do our guests. That is a
sign of courage as well as a sign of
faith in Wooster as a community.
' The great benefit of utilizing our '
own people for a significant
portion of the convocation
schedule is that we can come to
know them as the classroom, the
luncheon conversation, the
committee meeting and the faculty
meeting do not permit. We find out
how they think in a way that the
subject matter of a course, the
informality of a social gathering,
and the business of a meeting
inhibit. More than merely sharing
.
"what's on their minds," we
discover what they believe worthy
of extended, careful thought when
given free rein. Such an occasion is
always a worthy one.
, There is still SI50 left in the
General Fund for this quarter. If
any group is interested in getting
funds, contact Katyrvnau. inerem
also $14 left in the rroiessionai
Travel Fund.
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NEAL ARCURTS Stevenson show place, "The
John Crozier.
Better Homes
Penthouse", captured top prize for
'
-
.
; ROOMS WERE FOUND In many cases o reflect the character of their inhabitanta-he- re the
residence of Deb Deferens and Cathy McQueen wins 2nd place for congemaSty. Photo by
John Crozier. '" .. - ; ' 'V-- ' . '' " - -- - . : N .' :
.
' ' : V'- - ; " '; '
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r.
and uorm
beingThe Most Laid-o-ut Photo by
' ' ';.
.
Kooms
by Iso Reyvkk v
" Choosing the winners of The
v Wooster Voice ."Better Homes
: and Dorm Rooms" competition
was an arduous task. Contestants
came from men's, women's and
- co-e- d
. dorms, all displaying
creativity, personality - and
.
'
.
innovation irutheir room decors.
The Voice interior design experts
determined that the : winners
- would be evaluated on the basis of
, the ' potential the room offered
; before decoration - andor
construction, the degree - of
- elaboration, color , schemes,
-- theme s, practicality an d
.uniqueness -- without disregarding
; the amount or t type of bribev offered- - .:- - '- - ;
! After long hours of deliberation,
for First Place, the panel chose
; Neal Arcuris Stevenson" room.
The . room, while ; normally - a
J- - double,: is : a single this quarter
while his roommate is in New
r York. The room, pictured here
.
from three different angles, is
- called The Penthouse", and was
.
- chosen as the top winner for
'
"Better Homes and Dorm Rooms'
; primarily because of the extensive
effort put into a cell-bloc- k housing
.
". room to make it more than
, somewhat extraordinary It
; ; features two' levels, both fully
- carpeted and each complete with a .
ban While 'the roomis not
conducive to studying, the judges
- found it commanded the prize for"
"Most Laid-Out- !,
.
Neal wins a
' pizza of his choice, although the
" judges are sure he was expecting
y-- money or something.? "
' The Second Place prize goes to
'' Cathy -- McQueen and ..Deb"
Behrens for their third floor room
in Douglass. The judges found that
. this room was most inviting and, in
' general, had the best atmosphere.
." The congenial lighting of the room
. and the texture provided by the
plants and ; wall hangings were
.'' essential qualities in determining
that this room would win "Best
'' Decor".
" Third Place goes toJeff Parker ;
and Mark Henn for the platform
r i design in Armtngton Third Section- -
which was believed to be "Most '
: . Versatile'. Adaptability was one of
the chief components that swayed
; the; judges in this instance The - J
cbnf. on pg. S l'S'
'; VERSATILITY is the key-no- te of this design by Jeff
Parker and Mark Henn of Armington Third-Section- ,- ' i
characterized by supreme adaptability and practi-
cality. Photo by John Crozier. ; " ,. . ';- -
.
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Contestants Show Imagination And Originality In Their Creations
ft. -
IB trfflff1 rffll tf 1
7'
JAREO MCKEE7S ROOM also showed superior design and character, most of which was present before he was. Photo by
John Crozier. . - - -
n 9,
r
h
- furniture and adjustable lighting
- together work to make the room
practical in regards to
accommodating the immediate
need, whether it's studying,
relaxing or socializing. The narrow
wooden beams were also a
decorative plus.
Unfortunately, only three high
ranking awards could be given, but
the judges felt that many of the
rooms deserved honorable
mention. In the categories of "Best
Use of Space", "Most Innovative",
and "Lucky Stiff." Ned Edwards
and Blake Gentry, Mark Bigos and
Ellis List, and Jared McKee are
recognized respectively-
-
"Best Use of Space" was given
to Edwards and Gentry because of
the open quality achieved in their
room on the Douglass first floor.
Bigos and List, with hinged beds
that fold toward the wall allowing
for more actual living room area,
commanded honorable mention
as "Most Innovative."
The Crandali House room of
Jared McKee got the "Lucky Stiff
award for the fact that the room
was, in general, the nicest room,
- decorated or not. With the lovely
windows, wood working and
mantle piece, the room had an
. inherently beautiful interior. In
addition to that, the bribes were
the best there, they had to win
something.
.
Finally, a special category was
developed , in order that one
particular room would not go
unnoticed. "The Most Uni-habitabl- e"
award in honorable
--
. mention goes to Scott Schiller and
Bob Wollenberg. The judges felt
that this room typified the college
.. dormatory room and agreed with
them, as they univocally
.pronounced, "We aim for the
lived in look."
THE "OPEN QUALITY" of this Douglass room
won Ned Edwards and Blake Gentry the "Best Use
of Space" honorable mention. (Squint or take our
word for it.)
) V.:
Not pictured is the Armington
room of Mark Bigos and Ellis
3 List, who won honorable
" mention for "Most Innovative."
"WE AIM FOR THE LIVED-I- N
LOOK," boast Scott and
Bob of Douglass, and they
seem, for the moment at
least, to have achieved it.
Photo by John Crozier.
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Classified Advertisements
HELP WANTED
WANTED: Student assistants for
Adirondacks Program. Exper-
ience with canoeing, hiking, and
camping necessary- - Kind of
experience . preferred: NOLS,
Outward Bound, Southwest Field
Studies, Adirondacks Program.
Ability to lead a group of ten
students in camping and canoeing
skills and to assume responsibility
for planning some details of the
trip. Knowledge or skills in some,
but not necessarily all of the
following areas: orienteering,
ability to teach ropes for climbing
and rappeDing; assist with biology,
geology, philosophy, or land use .
history aspects of the course, and --
first-aid skills. Must be available
Aug. 19 - Sept. 10. Contact Ron
Hustwit, ext. 485 or 264-560- 8, by
Feb. 17
SUMMER HELP WANTED.
Murray Hotel. Mackinac Island,,
Michiqan needs cooks, bar
tenders, maintenance, pianists,
and personnel, for rotation
between food preparation,
waitressing, and housekeeping.
Full time housekeeping available.
Send complete resume, work
experience, recent photo, social
security number and first and last
day available to work to 3312
Green Rd.. Ann Arbor, Mich
48105. Continuously hiring ,
through September.
BARGAINS
advertising k'Th.
Wootttr Vote stifl
SL50 for 15 words or less, 5 far
each additional word Attention,
students! Special student discount
rate also available. $1 for 15 words'
or mm, o lor eacn aaauxxw
word. Send payment with ad to
Voice, Box 3187 by Tuesday .
before publication. ft
SERVICES .
., :. r
ABORTION: Akron Women's --
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and : confidential abortions up .
through 15 weeks. Lowest fees.
ADC accepted. 513 West Market
St. CaU toB free 1-80Q- -362 9150.
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
333 EAST L1CERTY
234-234- 4
TYPING AVAILABLE- - For
professionally typed LS.'s and
papers at very reasonable rates
call Lynn Scoles, 264-064- 9.
WORD PROCESSING gives the'
professional edge for your LS.
papers, reports, . publications,
Ph.D theses,, and resumes.;
Contact Wooster Computer:
'Services, 262-321- 1.
.
-- PERSONALS
Querria usted su negocio propio
en Puerto Rico? Florida? Nueva
York? Es posiWe! Con Riverside -
International.
FOR SALE
Tickets for the Michael Stanley
Band concert are going fast. Buy
your tickets before the show is '
sold out! The cost is $5 for College
Wooster students and $7 for
non-studerlt- s, pre sale. Tickets
the day of the concert are $3. The
concert in the Physical Education
Center will be next Friday, Feb. 29
at 8 p.m.
.
Spinet-Consol- e Piano
.
, '
Wanted: Responsible party to take '
over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write credit manager: P.O. Box
537, ShelbyviDe, Ind. 46176.
SGA BRIEFS
1 SGA elections will take place
on Wednesday the 20th during the ;
'dinner hours.. This Sunday at 7:00
p.m. there will be a Meet . the .
Candidates forum , in the Pit.
Everyone is encouraged to attend.".
Once again there will be a bus .
going to the Cleveland airport on
the last dav of finals. It will '
probably leave between 1:00 and
130. More details later, v
" Last week during - fund
requests the SGA funded
Wooster C.A.R.D. for $50. If has
since come into question whether
the group could be funded under
the Financial Affairs Committee
guidelines and under the IRS Code
which the college has to comply
with. After a long debate in the:
General Assembly the motion was .
passed to reconsider giving the,
funds to C.A.R.D. The issue will be
turned over to the college attorney
for his interpretation of the FAC
guidelines, the' IRS Code and how
they apply to SGA.
Sex Equity In Vocational Education Study Reveals
Discrimination Is Still Prevalent In U.S. Schools
Women are -- still being
discouraged from taking
vocational courses which lead to
high paying jobs, a recent study
prepared under contract for the
U.S. Office of Education reveals.
. The study focuses on the extent
of sex discrimination and
stereotyping in vocational
education and reports on action
being taken by states, school
districts and schools to further sex
equity. "
The Study of Sex Equity in
Vocational Education" was
conducted by the American
Institutes for Research in Palo
Alto, Calif., to determine how
much sex discrimination and
stereotyping has been reduced or
eliminated since 1972.
--Some highlights of the report:
More than 60 percent of the
state and local school staffs
.
Student apathy fa a common
problem on campus these days,
but at one school Yet Another
Committee has come ', to the
rescue.'
That's the narne of the groupthe
U. of Missouri Students
Association formed to rekindle
student interest, and the
committee's first project was a film
program including six of the
"worst movies of all time." It cost
students only a quarter to get in to
see such flicks as "Santa Claus
Conquers the Martians" and "Dr.-Goldf- oot
and the Bikini Machine,"
but getting out . was ... another
matter. To leave during the first 15
minutes cost $10 and during the '
next 15 minutes, $5.
After that, students could leave --
for another quarter but those who
lasted for all six hours got out free :
and received a button saying "I
survived the worst." J
' ' v' :
:
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,comnxmications media.
Founded m 1969, the GLCA-Ne- w
York Arts Program
encompasses twelve midwest ern
colleges and universities,
providing students with a unique
.opportunity to supplement their
on-camp-us studies with a first-- ,
hand,' practical experience in the
media - they are interested in.
Simply stated, GLCA New York
has two ' goals: to provide
experience and ,1tnowledge in
highly focused areas (usually via'
apprenticeships); -- and to provide
all participants with a broadened .
knowledge of the arts.
Students -'- . who pursue the .
program are required to submit an
application (provided by Seeman),
- faculty recommendations and
travel to New York for a GLCA
interview. Once a program has
been designed to the satisfaction
of the student and the college,
students are usually assigned to an-- :
questioned, reported that
practices' which .discourage male
-- or female students from entering
'
non-tradition-al 'areas ""continue.
1
These include "unwritten rules"
that. " courses, such : as auto
mechanics are for males and home
economics for females.
-
Few state agencies have taken
corrective action to overcome the
inequities still found to exist. Few
"school .systems are involved in
comrrHiruty-ernploye- r activities
which case studies- - in the report
show are vital to the success of
efforts to promote sex equity in
schooL. - ':'
.Some activities suggested in the --
report have been implemented, by '
'-
-the Office of Education: - - -
--The Bureau of Adult and
Vocational Education now has a
special advisor on women's issues
who works closely with state
Cleveland's bfanley pand
Set For 0verdue Success
' J 6y Kevin Gnibb . : : '.. " '.-- :.- - - ." . ' .
:"z- - Michael Stanley is not Mick
Jagger, David Bowie or Alice
y Coooer. nor is he James Tavlor:
- Paul ; McCartney or BiHy Joel.
.
' Somewhere W the vast hinterlands
of rock, between electric-shoc- k,
.
-- i 'a i i i i -
' yujicu iuiicuiuluui iiKiiuHJi-muaK- ; ik iuuiu nKU9ucnuiyiiiuie ukui
that fathered the term "mellow", -- once Jo the outer limits of roek-n-Micha- el
Stanley and his : band - roD success, only to fizzle in mid-resid-e.
Presently, the Cleveland--ai- r and touch back, down in
based rock band finds Efe in the Cleveland. ? '
middle a bit tensive, however.
After numerous false' starts --in
.;: which the group nearly catapulted
to the foregound of the. rock
scene, the Michael Stanley Band
has run into disheartening
disappointments.
"False starts" is a bft misleading
to characterize the career of a
band that has sold out nearly every
concert in northeastern Ohio in
the last year (culminating 'in a
sizzler .of a show last July that
broke - the attendance record-2020-- of
the Richfield Coliseum).
Ask anyone in Cleveland who the
deity of rock-n-ro- D is, and the
Michael Stanley Band will most
likely be the reply on most people's
lips. With the support of
Cleveland's WMMS radio station
and television station WEWS. as
well as a motley entourage of avid
followers, MSB has blown the Bd
off contemporary rock in this area. '.
.-
- Unlike many new wave. Dunk
apprenticeship' that demands no'
less than twelve hours.' a week.
During - the - remainder of their '
program, students must partake in
weekly seminars and keep their .
own journals to be handed in and
evaluated at the end of their stay. '
After - successfully completing
the program, students are
awarded 10 23 hours credit for
each quarter. Students involved in
the 15-we- ek fall Arts Program are
: given 4 credits while those who
participate in the ten-wee-k winter
program earn three credits. --
. Seeman --stresses the need for
Wooster students who are
interested in the arts to take
advantage of this highly
. individualistic program. "Most of
the students (from Wooster) who
take advantage of the New York f
Program are in speech and
communications theatre and the
visual arts," stated Seeman adding.
"It is yet an untapped source for
many English majors.".
-
vocational educators.
--In 1979 a contract, was
awarded to help women prepare :
for . jobs - in traditionally male
.
occupations.
The report is based on visits to
.
49" states and the District of :
Columbia and includes a sample of
100 comprehensive and vocational ;
high schools, technical institutes
and community colleges.' in each
school, four counselors, --etsht
teachers and 35 students :were-- :
interviewed.
--The study was' mandated under '.
the' Education Anxrndments. of i
1976. The study has four reports:
Primary Data. Literature and
Secondary Data Review,
Replication Handbook, and Case
Studies andr-Pjrorfrisi- ng Ap- -
proaches, which describes 25
vocational programs that promote :
sex equity.
and flamboyant rockers, Michael
Stanley flaunts no gimmicks, only
mire, unadulterated 'rock.
Perhaps because MSB ; sans
pretenses does not appeal to .
major recording
.
studios, the group
.i t it i
-
"It would be real easy to say. 'No
I'm not bitter, But it would be a
lie," quoted Stanley in "a post-
release., interview in - the Plain
Dealer after: the band's most
recent album. "Greatest Hints" hit
record stores last summer. "I think
we have played a. lot of good music
over the years, we ve 'paid
.
our
dues,' whatever that means, and I
thought success would have come
awhile back." Stanley attributes
part of his mercurial success to the
barKf resistance to conform to
cheap commercialism, conse-
quently, many record companies
have shied away from MSB's no-nonsens- e,
no frills approach to
rock. ;.' - - : .
After packaging three relatively --
unsuccessful albums for - Epic
Records, the
.
otoup switched
labels to Arista whereboth of their
last two LPs sold beyond 160,000
copies good for a regional band,
but a far cry away from the 500,000
.copies needed - to attain gold
record status. Another facet to
M.R that ka hnth hindered and .
helped the : band is ,jts dynamic- -
sound. , onstage;;, an-- .explosive.n
sensual experience that a vinyl "
disc cannot capture. --
Albeit
.
Stanley himself writes .
muuivt llSt--f 9 lima acu, ywup
is an impressive .-- collection of
present oana consists or- -
- r r-- I I xl .
only original band member left), V
tf n.l -- u I DL DI.Jrvevin rwuoyn cuiu nnrrwaiMi
on keytxar0s ana vocais, ieaa
guitarist Gary Markasky and the "
newest and youngest member,. .
Michael Gismondu . 23. Hand
members nave come ana gone as
MSB's erratic career has tilted and '
.. .t- - i i r. Ianncumaxea. oui oiarney n jnuuu
of one of hfe ex-ban- d rriembers,'
Jonah Koslen who left the band to
forma group of his own. Koslen's
new band. Breathless, is also on its
way to apparent stardom. J
Michael Stanley feels most at
home onstage, yet he believes the
orgasmic excitement inherent in
every MSB concert crowd can be
a dangerous, . as well as a
stimulating experience. He cites --
an example of such uncontrolled
emotion at a concert given by
Stanley's paradigm. Bruce
Springsteen. During.. the
performance, a firecracker was
thrown in ' Springsteen's face.
fortunately-- ' only - injuring. him
slightly. "1 was totally bummed by '
that." Stanley said. "Performing is
your Fife but it's not worth getting
knied for.-T- m not asking anyone in .
the band to risk Gfe and limb. The- -
-- trouble is." it's usually just a very
small number of idiots that ruin it
for everybody."'
- Stanley is a hot attraction on
any stage, and he enjoys campus
gigs as well as large-ha- D bookings.
A native of. Rolling Rock, Ohio --(obv-
iously, it was predestined that
he was to rock-n-rotl- ). Stanley is
familiar with student life, himself a
graduate of Hiram College where
he - majored in ' sociology, and
comparitive religion. He .
' " rcbri.'onpg. 7 ' ' - - 'A
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Fellirii film Depicts rWorld
Chaos Via Art Medium
by Alkis Papademetriou -
,
Realistic cinematography., not "
: with ; the label of. a concrete
political ideology, but with that of,
; allegory, Fellini has filmed a .
.
--
'
..
political symphony. Orchestra
: Rehearsal, r FellinTs ' penultimate
.-
-' film, is an experiment by this .
unique director for : Italian '
--Television. The dynamic director :'
says that the film simply presents '
the members of an orchestra,
; meeting in an --old house for an
orchestra rehearsal. But within ',
that confusion , various social and :
n
'"' aesthetic, beliefs -- are dominant.'
- - The film features petty bickering
and rebellion against authority. It --
abounds in political overtones and --
, is satirical of the disheveled state --
of government in ; the western
world. ' '
.'. V - ";"
'
'
At the beginning, each player
extols the virtue of his particular
instrument. The. piano is a
mythological instrument, the king
of the orchestra; ..the flute is
magical; the trombone, the device ,
of the angels, while the tuba, like a
stray dog, is sad, - solitary and
awkward. The haughty prima-- :
donna of the orchestra is the
violin. It is seductive, fascinating
"
and deceitful, like a woman.
While each player individually
"
expresses, his opinion, the
conductor, with the power and the
' talent of an artist, makes order out
of confusion, overcomes' the
differences and transforms the
Incoherent rehearsal into' a
'-ma-
sterpiece of art. r:
During the break thfetonductof"
bemoans the lack of respect and
reverance that the orchestra has
for its music. He confesses that he
would not mind being worshipped
as a god, but when he returns to
. the auditorium, he finds the
musicians in total rebellion. They
destroy the podium in protest and
; replace it - with a rnetronome,
' which is then also',t overthrown,
only to be replaced with nothing.
Fellini uses the : universal
language of art to. expose some
universal a traits.'- - It is ;very "
characteristic that during the
rebellion,, as the younger-musician- s
fight, the older;7 more .
.
pensive players, stare out into
- space and wonder how it aO could
--
,
have happened. The decadence of
- contemporary society is shown as
two musicians .have a sexual
encounter under the piano, while
the revolution is in progress. One
woman - starts drinking and
. another older musician, begins
shooting off his pistol. The harp
player, ' a very calm and quiet
female character,' continues to :
play amid the terrible confusion
.
and we find that She is the only
victim of the rebellion.
Among all of the chaos of the
music hall it is only Art that can
'. control the - negative tensions,
-
' coordinate , the discordant,
stimulate the neutral and create --
any kind of substantial, confident
ASr?ort LbMufctt Snrke
. C3T Ccr KtSKI
In the Lobby of the Ramoda Inn
243 E. liberty Street
WOOSTER. OHIO 44691
(216)264-777- 3
and eternal work. lv ? -
Every musician in the Orchestra
Rehearsal has his own 'ideas,
perceives life With a different point
of view and expresses a personal'
opinion about music. ; Yet,"
overshadowing all of the
subjectivity - of the r individual
musicians, is the objectivity of the
.
truth of Art. The truth of Art is the
reason for the repression of the
revolution and the return to the
normal procedure of the rehearsal
under . the conductor
.
right from
the da capo. ",
Fellini
. has never been --a
supporter of --a concrete political '
slogan, but neither has he been
unbiased in his presentation of the
cinematographic -- .ideologic
message. His work is filled with
allusions ", to the decline of
civilization and -- the human
character. . ' '
The whole film s ruled by the
excellent music of the genius
Greek composer. Kino Roto. The
music which is, at last, the whole
effort of the orchestra, is bound to
the film and ,the innovations of
Fellini, are "full of sarcastic
allusions, tenderness and naturally
unique and magical charm. The
actors, all amateurs, act '
miraculously under the baton of
the magician, the director Fellini.
3
Frederico Fellini
Shakespearean
- : by Patricia Hoskins
- William Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet will be coming soon to
The College of Wooster. The play
will be the 10th annual
collegecommunity production
and will be performed at the
Freedlander Theatre, ' beginning
on Thursday, February 28th. ,
; Romeo and Juliet is being
directed by Annetta Jefferson of
the English Department with the
aide of Jim Finney, as Assistant
Director. The cast consists of
people from the college student
body, faculty, and community
members.
Principal cast members include
Glenn Becker, freshman, as
Romeo. He will play opposite
senior Catherine McQueen as
Juliet. Peter Havholm of the
English Department and Carol
Stewart, wife of Minister Gordon-Stewar- t,
will play Capulet . and
are Mark Smith ' and - Jams
Thompson,, students at the
College, who will play the french
.horn parts.
. As with the other afternoon
; chamber concerts, this- - program
will be performed in Mackey Hall,
attached to the church house. It is
free and open to the public.
Martin J. Stanton
Wins Third Prize
In Photo Contest
Marty Stanton, Photo Editor for
. The Wooster Voice, was recently
awarded third prize by The
Cleveland Plain Dealer in a photo
contest. Stanton placed in the
contest competing with 4,900'
other entries. His photo, a picture-o- f
Komar the" Hindu Fakir who '
visited the Wooster campus last
spring on Packer Day, will be seen
in. the Sunday magazine,
supplement of The Plain Dealer. .
ED3 e
Wooster Mozart Festival Concludes
With Humorous Selection on Sunday
With.i the exception of the two violins, viola, cello and two
Wooste Symphony Orchestra .--. french horns. .Joining those who
concert : on Feb.-- . 23 and the .performed earlier in the program
performance of The Marriage of
Figaro next quarter, the program
of instrumental music this Sunday
afternoon is the last in the series of
events in the Mozart Festival
which 'began early last month.
,
Although these two major evening
performances are included in the
Festival, the informal aspect of the
concert series comes to a close. ;
. This 3:00 chamber concert, the
sixth in' the series, features string
instruments played by students,
faculty and guest musicians. After
opening with : a piano sonata
performed by Amy Breneman,
who has given many performances
.during
.
the Festival, a string
quartet f; comprised of Robert
Hamilton and . Jeanine Henke,
both on violin, Heidi Rian, viola
and Joseph Hruba, cello, will
.follow. - ,
, The "guest musician .. for the
concert is Arm Weber, pianist who ,
will perform Mozart's Sonata in C
Major. Ms. Weber s son, Mike
Weber, presently attends ' the
College of Wooster.
The Mozart Series' ends on a
humorous note with Ein
Musikalischer Spass as the final
piece for the afternoon, marking
the conclusion of the six weeks of
afternoon recitals. Ein Musika-
lischer Spass, which is translated
as A Musical Joke, is written for
LLOW).
sA
m co.
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Michael Stanley Band Still Awaits
Long Overdue National Recognition
cont. from pg. 6
appreciates the attentiveness and
warm receptions he and his band
receive af campus concerts.
Wooster students will have the
chance to experience MSB in
uncensored, pure rock-n-rol- l, Feb.
29 at 8 p.m. in Timken
Gymnasium. At 31. Michael
Play in Final Stage
Lady Capulet, respectively- -
The role of Montague will be
played by James Haden of the
Philosophy Dept. with Barbara
Brown, sophomore, as Lady
Montague. David Underwood.
junior, will play Benvolio and
Andrews library assistant, John.
Warner will play the. P t
Mercutio. ' .'
Other cast members include
Scott Peterle, junior, as Tybalt,
and Marty Stanton, senior, as .
Paris. Friar Lawrence will be
played by Richard Figge of the
German Department.
Sarah Howes will play the --
Nurse role and Andy Fox, a '
youngster from the Wooster
community, will be the character
Peter.
The set for Rbmeo and Juliet
has been designed by Miriam
Hedges as a part of her senior I.S.
project. -- Diane Houk, junior, is
responsible for costume design
and the music consultant for the
show has been Brian Dyksta of the
Music Department.
Mimi Richmond and Judy Sim-
mons have gathered the props for
the show while Arthur AMs of the
Speech Department has designed
the scenic art. Choreography for
Romeo and Juliet has been
directed by Barb Brown with Jim
Finney, the .Assistant Director,
blocking the fencing scenes.
Director Annetta Jefferson
reports that the opening night
performance, Feb. 28, will be a
formal affair with all members of
the Speech Department appearing
in formal evening attire. There will
be a reception following the play
where an unnamed individual from
the Wooster Community will be
awarded for service and
dedication.
Romeo and Juliet will be the first
Shakespearean production per-
formed by this communitycollege
organization in many years.
Tickets for the show are now on
sale at Freedlander Theatre.
0
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Excellent Pizza & Sandwiches
Deliver Hours Regular Hours
'
5-10:- 00 Sun-'lhur-
s;
11-li'Atoo.-Th- urs.
5-12:- 30 Frl.-So-f. 11-- 1 Frl.-So- f.
- II llll IIITlP
Stanley is far from burned out.
Students should take advantage of
the modest ticket price (five
dollars) to see one of the country's
truly "fine rock bands before, like
Cleveland's Joe Walsh and Eric
Carmen, Michael Stanley finally
grabs the golden ring to
superstardom and leaves the area.
omiu
He
Tick! save!
T'cW. Save!
Tick! save!
Tick! Save!
MarcIi on down
wiih A nequlAR
deposit id your ;
SAviNQS ACCOUNT!
With
First
Federal
SavingB & Loan
.: Association
of fTpoBter
1812 Cleveland
Road
264-781- 2
"in the
First Place"
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Wooster Presents Its Very Own Winter, Olymp 1C
by Karen McCartney
As Thursday night of a week ago
approached Student Activities
Board and Wooster Olympics
- Committee members watched,
"with some consternation, the
exodus of students taking
advantage of a three-da- y weekend
to make a road trip. Olympic team
captains were also undoubtedly
surveying dwindling numbers and
wondering how they would survive
a tug-of-wa- r.
When Friday morning arrived,
however, and the games got under
' way, the spirit of competition
. started to grip the campus and by
the end of the the day, few of the
students stranded here had
missed involvement entirely.
Thirty-seve- n teams in all
participated.
For those who did not actively
participate, there was a great deal
to amuse- - the spectator starting --
with belching at the Thursday
afternoon happy hour and topped
off by the pizza, eating contest
Friday afternoon. Some other
favorite spectator sports that kept
crowds in Lowry after lunch were
spoonhanging (top women lasting
37. 24. and 22 minutes and the top
man a slimmer 11). and arm
wrestling which had onlookers
cheering and applauding then-favorite- s.
For the more refined there were
such activities as backgammon,
dart throwing, and snowsculpting,
the remains of which still adorn the
campus. Those with a bizarre
sense of humor enjoyed the
human dogsleds and pyramid
building which provided hilarious
excitement and challenge. Here
' teamwork became the telling
factor. Many spectators found
themselves involved or recruited,
especially into the pyramids as
directors, boosters, or part of the
structure itself. Not as popular
with Wooster spectators, but
definite candidates for the 1984
Olympics
.were gameroom
activities" of billiards, bowling, and .
pinbaD.
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WITH THE FIERCE INTENSITY characteristic of a Wooster athlete, Alison Amos ponders her
opponent's move. Photo by Marty Stanton. . .
I --
.
WITHOUT BREAKING A
SWEAT, Jay West's massive
and ' powerful arm . brought
down each competitor on his
way to" victory. Photo by
Marty Stanton. '
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REGRETTABLY UNIDENTIFIED spoon-hang- er displays her
prize-winnin- g talent and' insurmountable endurance ' in
Friday's Olympic contest. Photo by Marty Stanton. ; r-- r
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. .These Champs Ate Their Wheaties!
con, from pg. . 8
; Finally., in the tradition of .the ..
true Olympic gamest. there was
--
- competition for ? the athletes .
among us Werghtiifting.V- -
swimming, basketball freethrows,
a decathaion or- - pentathalon?),
--
. disfance throwing, : and,, cross- -
. country skiing saw some, serious
.' work and competition,, though it "
did not get the glamor and cheers. -.- -,
By 4:00, if students on campus
- had avoided the events they surely .
had not missed the "big boafd" .
where a running ..tabulation of
points was kept; 5 points for a first
' place, 3 and 1 points for second
and third. Excited voices shrilled
as the columns filled and teams
jockeyed : for front positions.
. Critical t points hinged on late-
-
- events such as skiing and pizza '
-- eating. . --i .
When, the final points were
tallied the Hemerotds, a lively and
varied group, --5had won the -
women's competition with 45 '
.
points; Peanuts placed second --
with -- 40 and the Andrews Sisters .. .
ran a close third , with 39. First
Tv Section, won the men's .
competition with 55 points while :
the Black Sheep, another hard to
define group, had second with 37 '.
and Seventh Section showed third
with 24. Congratulations to these . . f;
winning teams, all the other teams '".
competing, to the spectators who
got a fair trade for no classes, and
to J all . the officials . and : .
scorekeepers .'; who kept . the '"-- .
.
Wooster . Winter; Olympics .'.
running smoothly! ,. ; ;y - - , -
EARNEST SPECTATORS WATCH intently a Laurie Galloway drives Mary Zwberbuhler
unprecedented defeat. Photo by Matty Stanton. "
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POTENTIAL PIZZA EATERS
prime up for the challenge.
Photo by Mark Petersen.
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ft PRESIDENT
Katy Knafl
During my past three years of
active involvement ' in S.GA, I
have watched the - mood on
campus undergo various changes.
Presently, the lack of visible issues
has created an apathy which can
only prove detrimental to students
if left unchecked ft is my belief that
the next President of Student
Government will play an important
part in setting the stage for
increased student interest and
involvement. To accomplish this,
the role of President demands
strong leadership abilities, enthusi-
asm, patience, and sensitivity. This
past year I have served as
Chairperson of the Financial Af-
fairs Committee, been a member of
S.G.A. Cabinet and Campus
Council, and served on both the
Initiation Week and the Student
Trustee Relations Committees.
The knowledge of S.G.A. process-es-.
and the experience in dealing
with people I have acquired
through these roles are invaluable
THE
PARTY
in tft Coll Hill SHUr IShopping Cmr
Pnon' 762-484- 6
sr
I
&r w mm
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ViAYriE
cou;jty
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. f n i r
yTwrfFiiw?wwnWMAMmr
DAr::i
764 Pittsburgh
. Avenue .
The Pizza with the Big Secret!
HUmdm to Order - ChMM, Ppproni, Suca,
Mualirootns, Anchovies. Peppers, Onions
Unbaked pizza to co
5: Al30 Serving Italian
V7ZUjCO!lir3 TO V70C3TEII!
Cne See Us:
to the position of President Once
again. I firmly believe S.GA has
the potential to be a creative, active
force here at the College and 1
encourage everyone to make that
potential a reality by voting in the
upcoming election.
Jared McKee " '
: The reason I am running for
S.GA. president Is very simple. I
am tired of hearing students
complain about various issues, and
see no change. If I am elected, I will
try to give S.G.A. representatives
more power to voice student
interests by having faculty and
administrastion come in and dis-
cuss the pros and cons of various
issues with the General Assembly.
Also, I will do everything within the
power of the office to clear up any
misconceptions between faculty
and sections concerning the func-
tioning ; of sections, and their
activities. Finally. I will continue to
push for a non-progra- m co-e-d
dormitory Thank you, J.R. McKee,
Member (F.R.C.),
. .
(R.LA.B.US.GA)
,
VICE-PRESIDE- NT
Kristen Buckey
Hi! I am running for the position
of vice-preside- nt of S.GA. Al-
though a freshman, I have consid- -
ml
X
V s
h
EH DEO
Frrnl PaearvoJ
- American Foods
! V rdays-5p.m.-la.- m. iFrU SAL-Bp.m.-2a.- m. g
1 Sxay Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2, Closed Tuc3.j:
SGA
.
erable experience in student gov-
ernment. I was a member of
student government in ' my high .
: school and have served as a
representative to General Assem-
bly here at Wooster this year.-'- 1 ,
.
- ; This job demandsrnuch . time
:
'
and dedication and I am prepared
: ; to devote a lote of time and energy
' to it. I would enjoy dealing with the
faculty as is- - called for . in this
positiotvand would represent the
students to the best of my ability. I
; would also like to see increased
communication and. cooperation
between the different elements on
campus and would strive for that
goal I look forward to the chance
of serving as vice-preside- nt of
. S.G.A. next year and ask for your ..
.
support at the poDs.
.
--;
; John. Bairr ' , ;; v
.
My name Is John Bart and I am
running for vice-preside- nt
. of
.S.GA I have been a member of
S.GA for two years andfeel this
- experience will greatly enhance my
ability as an officer. As vice-pres- i-
, dent of S.G.A I would also sifon
the Educational Affairs Committee,
.
Educational Policy Committee and
Campus Council. I feel I could
greatly benefit these committees. I
have a genuine concern for the
school and the student body and 1
feel my input can help my fellow
- students.
SECRETARY
Missy Belcher
" I'm Missy"""Betcher and I am
running for re-electi- on as SGA
Secretary. SGA has done a lot the
past year and I would like to be.
a part of its future successes. By
AsCom
m
The Phoenix Rapid Reading Course
will be conducted at our new facilities
313 E. Liberty St., Wooster, OH;
DATES: An 8-d- ay course
TIME: 7:03 -- 8:43 pm ,
TUITION: A special Pre-Gra- nd Opening
; s otter - Just '39s? i
Standard fee 6825 after March 10
WHO College
SHOULD f ;ATTEND
'.'
People who are flooded with lengthy , '-r- eading
assignments, reports, technical
papers; scientific journals, trade magazines,
V
.-
- and memos.
CENZFITS: Increased reading rate, more accuracy,
' improved concentration, greater retention, and
better overall comprehension of material read.
'j With today's soaring college, tuition, on investment of
this sort may make the difference between a diploma or watted
- time and money. For more information' about this important
phase of reading improvement, call . Doug , AAcGuire at ,
262-786- 0 after 1 1 a.m.
Special offer is limited to
!TnMiiry MgwIHn t.tfr3--S pctmita OM
JiMf s.
CANDIDATES
; continuing in the role of Secretary,
I hope to' solve ; some of the
problems discovered during my
present term. inanK you ior your
support
;
.. TREASURER
:l:.v -- Carolyn Selby '
My name is Carolyn Selby and I
. am running for the .office of
Treasurer ; for S.G.A. I am a
sophomore and planning on ma-
joring in business economics. This
past year. I have been.a student
representative on 5.u.A ana
served ai a member i. on the
Financial Affairs Committee. I am
very interested in what happens on
: this campus, not only with financial
matters but also with the issues
brought up here. I think the office student representative to the gen-"o- f
Treasurer Is important and I ? eral assembly. During the course of
believe 1 am capable of handling
this office and doing a good job..
FAC
Rick Martin
Nobody needs to be told that
inflation is making big inroads into
the value of our money. Student
projects re certainly not exempt
from theie rising costs, to be sure.
For thisj reason, I believe it is
important - to have someone as
Financial Affairs Chairperson who
can get the most out of a dollar. I
have had the academic training
necessary to do a good job, as I am
an economics major with experi-
ence in accounting. In addition, I
have the practical know-ho- w
which comes from being on SGA
in the j past plus serving as
treasurer for other campus groups.
MosnmgortajtlvjJwlMo
Training Center
of Ohio
Febi 25, 26,27,28
. Mar. 3, 4, 5, 6
Students, Management
Trainees, Executives
"A Department Heads
-.-4 - . . - -- ' .
this one S-d- ay session.
tmm adwet far
best to carry out the wishes of the
students I represent -'-- "'
Kathi Colmey f-- r. .- -
The job of chairperson of the
Randal Affairs Committee te--
both experience and know
ledge ot the system. During my
three years of SGA involvement I
- feel I have acquired this experience
through the offices I have held: 2
vears as a dorm rep., financial
affairs committee member, and 1
year as sua treasurer, as ireas- -
I : I I I I - 1uin yaiiiKU iuiuwkuuk oiiu
understanding of how FAC works -
-- something indispensable for an
v......
ssandsp; :
Douglas Sohn
For this past year I have been a
the year 1 have become interested
in becoming more involved in the
SGA. As SS & SP chairperson I
will be able to help the student
body directly.
- misc. -
Chris Oehl
I am seeking an office, in the
S.G A. because 1 would - like to
make a deliberate commitment of
time and activity to our campus. 1
also wish to confront the challenge
of working for student appeals
through the S.GA- - and Campus
'Council. Both of these assemblies
require a responsibiaty and con-
centration which I now offer to
make.-- What I seek, then, ' is
involvement and active participa: .
tion within the structure of our
campus.
,
.
; CAMPUS COUNCIL
--
, ;
' Leanne Diinsmore
.
' My name is Leanne Dunsmore
and I am running for Campus --
Council Member-t-Larg- e I have
been a member of the General
Assembly for the last two quarters
andT would like foTiave a more
. active input in what happens in the
Campus Community. I feel that
being a member of SGA has given
me a better awareness of what
. students needs are and how they
j can be resolved. If you vote for me
; I will try to contribute to the future '
i of the College of Wooster.
"
; Tom litzler , '
It fs critical that members
,
of the
Council are able to
,
provide
valuable input into the decision
making process of the campus. I
feel that qualified officers should
.
also have open minds, leadership
qualities, and most importantly
easy accessibility for any feedback.
In addition to these qualities, I offer
two other unique traits;. organiza-
tional skills and promotional tech-- '
niques. 1 have gained experience
refining these : responsibilities in
various, capacities. My --.previous
experience includes; ISC work,
SAB publicity work, chairman of --
hall council, and various other
positions within my living unit I am
easy to work with and feel I
represent a large cross section of
the campus population. As a result,
I fed I am an ideal delegate for the
position of Campus Council.
John Talbot
In the past three years I have
seen many different aspects of
Wooster. I have worked with-man- y
different people in many different
areas of the campus' community,jartd have a good first hand
'knowledge of ; how the ...College
operates. Through this exposure, it
cont.onpg.
--J
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HouTlmportaht Is The Home .
Court Advantage: Very,
- according to the results of league
games played through Feb. 9. The
home team had won 48 and lost 29
. of the. 77 games played through--.
' that date, for awinning percentage
.
of .623. That's why OAC coaches
will be earnestly seeking to win the
.' six first round host sites in this final
weekend of play. , --
Back On Top. - Kenyon's
SCOTT ROGERS (Cincinnati)
'regained first place in the NCAA
. Division lU national scoring race
through games, of Feb. 2. The
senior guard, who has practically
sewn up a third straight OAC
scoring title, " is bidding for a
second straight national title. If he
succeeds he will match the efforts
of former Lord, great and
conference all-tim- e scoring leader
John Rinka-.-Mariett- a's QUINNY ;
CARTER (Wellsvilleh who is
giving Rogers some competition
for the Ohio Conference scoring
crown, moved up to 14th place in
the Division III stats. ,
Three Seek 1000 Points This
Week. Wittenberg junior --guard 1
TYRONE CURTIS (Bluefield
WBA). with his next basket, will
reach the coveted 1000-poi- nt
plateau in career scoring. He
enters the week with 999 ;
points.OberCn . seniors JONA- -
THAN WILLIAMS (Yellow,
Springs), with 983 points, and
D'ANDRE STINNETTE (Michi-
gan City IND). with 969, are also
.
closing in on the 1000
mark...Marietta senior QUINNY
CARTER (Wellsville) became the '
newest addition to the 1000-poi- nt
club last Saturday, and presently
has 1005 points. Other active
1000-pointer- s are Wittenberg --
senior BRIAN AGLER (Prospect)
1123, Mount Union senior TIM
COPE . (Salem) 1211. Ohio
Wesleyan senior KIRK WILLIAM-
SON (Willoughby) 1311. Ohio
Northern senior PAT KOESTER
(Delphos) 1395. and Kenyon '
senior SCOTT ROGERS(Cincinnati) 2.037.
Other Milestones This Week.
Kenyoa's SCOTT ROGERS
(Cincinnati),-wi- th 2.037 points,
should move into fifth place on the
Ohio Conference list of Top 59 All-Tim- e
Career Scorers. Rogers is
presently seventh. Ahead of him,
tied with 2,062 points, are former
Kenyon teammate Tim Appleton
and Baldwin-Wallac- e star Dean
Martin. ..Wittenberg senior
BRIAN AGLER (Prospect) should
tie the record of 104 consecutive
games as a starter established by
Ohio Northern's Brad Longberry.
Agler has started 102 straight
Scot Cage
PLAYER G FG PCT FT PCT. RB PTS AVE.
Burns 21 187 .527 49 .690 136 423 - 20.1
Tecca 21 150 .543 65 .756 137 365 17.4
Svete ... 21 95 .497 45 .714 86 235 11.2
Fries - 21, 58 .439 21 .724 45 137 6.5
Mdden ,17 40 .444 5 .455 66 85 5.0
IfBEAU. AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
fJiiUhVtrt r! C'lNrwr
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
Grace's Wine
24S W. North Strati
games as
. the Tigers point
guard.?.Ohk Northern senior
PAT KOESTER' (DelpKbs).
ranked 42nd on the OAC all-tim- e
scoring list with 1395 points, will
try to climb to 39th place and top
the 1400-point-'- plateau. ..Ohio
Wesleyan senior KIRK WILLIAM-
SON. (Willoughby), with 1311
career points, is eight points shy of
joining the top 50.
Tigers Are Tops. Any question
of Wittenberg's superiority in this
year's Ohio Conference
basketball race can be answered
with a quick glance at the OAC
team statistical rankings. The
Tigers are in the top five of every
category: offense-3r- d (74.0),
defense-2n- d (60.6), average
scoring margin-2n- d (13.4). field
goal : shooting-2n- d (.518). free
throw shooting-5t- h (.727).
rebounding-5t- h (36.5). average
rebound margin-ls-t (9.2).
- More Overtimes. The triple
overtime game between Oberlin
and Marietta last week brought to
16 the number of extra period
games OAC teams have been
involved in this year, eight of those
in league play. '.
.
Srock, Lavelle
Earn GLCA
Championships
by Hank Speny
Two College of Wooster wrest-
lers captured championships, but
the Fighting Scots wrestling team-could- n't
do as well as a team,
finishing fourth in the Great Lakes
Colleges Association (GLCA)
tournament at Wabash, Ind.
John Srock, Wooster's 177-poun- d
wrestler and a graduate of
nearby Doylestown High, and Rob
Lavalle, The Scots' 158-pounde- r,
both finished undefeated at 4-- 0
and earned GLCA championship
titles. "It was LaveDe's finest
performance of the year," praised
Wooster head coach Bob Yom-bor- o.
"And Srock continues to be
an aggresive, consistent performer
for us.". . . -
Other bright spots for the Scots
included Curtis Lloyd, who fin-
ished second in the 126-poun- d
division, and Pete Meyers and
Tom Wood, who both won two
matches. '
Host Wabash won the tourna-
ment while Kalamazoo finished
second and Depauw third. Ohio
Wesleyan trailed Wooster.
The Scots will wrestle against
Capital and Case Western at
Columbus next weekend.
Leaders
Typewriter Rentals
and Repairs
I.B.M. - Facit - Most Brands
J.B. Service
2522 Cleveland Rd.
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THE MEMBERS OF THE "BLACK SHEEP" Woo-Olympi- c. team show how if. done. The BlackSheep took only 15.05 seconds to build a human pyramid, easily winning the event. Photo byMarty Stanton.
Tough Zips Trip Scotties;
Season Finale Saturday
by Kathy Blood
Despite an outstanding come-
back effort lead by Lisa MuDett,
The College of Wooster women's
basketball team faced another loss,
60-4- 3, to a fine Akron squad.
Akron took charge of the game
from the opening buzzer and
racked up an early 7-- 0 lead. Akron
continued to dominate play the
first half and their tight 21-- 2 zone
defense forced numerous turn-
overs, giving them many opportun-
ities to score on the fast break. At
the end of the first half, Akron led
the Scotties 31-1- 3.
- Whatever Coach Nan Nichols
said during halftime Inspired the
Scotties and they played like a
different team in the second half.
Lisa Mullett initiated the come-
back by stealing the ball, and
driving the full length of the court
to score on a lay-u- p, The rest of the
Scotties followed her example and
Wooster began to take command.
With 11 minutes into the second
half Wooster shaved Akron's lead
and outscored them 19-1- 4. The
Scotties continued their rally but
lost two key players.. Kris Leslie
f 1
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and Val Walton, because of fouls.
The Scotties attempted one final
effort but Akron's fine outside
shooting' and quick hands proved
too much.
Coach Nichols attributes the loss
to the first half. The Scotties had a
total of 36 turnovers, 25 of them in
the first half. Wooster also shot
only 14 in the first half -- compared
to 34 in the second.
Lisa Mullett led the scorers with
16 points, (all in the second half).
Val Walton scored 7, and Kris
Leslie added 6.
7 cont. on pg. 12
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Head Start For Spring Break!
Come to Golden Tan
before you go on your Spring
Break. Start your tan NOW so you
can have fun on the beach without
burning. Later, when you come home,
we will help you keep your
tan from fading.
Special Discount
r for
Students
20 VISITS ONLY S2000
-
.' Bring your student I.D.
GOLDEN TAN
The Newest Thing In Wooster
Available only at
Hair Design By Nick
345 N. Market
WORLD-WID- E
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU
rrt a II
264-224- 9
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Scrambled Scots Down :
Tigers; Crush Muskingum
by Daniel McKenty
Another notch was added to the
kickboard on Saturday February 2
as the Wooster Scots handly beat
Wittenberg In a duel meet which
coach BafeTnarTdescnBcas "grao
bag". The swimmers swam off
events (those not of their specialty)
.
and still managed to boast a 61-5- 0
win over the somewhat- - weak
Wittenberg team. Bateman viewed
the meet as "a kind of break for the
men from the rigors of their own
events." Even though the meet
was "grab bag" Stan MacDonald-chalke- d
up three victories with Jim
Janasko winning the 500 yd.
freestyle and Jeff Strater taking first
in the 200 yd. breast stroke.
Last Saturday the Scots again
displayed their strength as they
crushed Muskingham College by a
score of 71-3- 0. Coach Bateman
appeared happy with the meet and
. stated that the men had really
swam well when one accounts for
how tired the swimmers were. The
highlight of the meet saw co-capta- in
Stan MacDonald beating
Muskingham' defending OAC
Champion and AB American John
Moore in the 100 yd. freestyle with
a
.
rime of 49:7 seconds.
When asked for a forecast of this
week's events Bateman, with a
shake of the head replied "It's
going to be tough, real tough.' The
week kicks off Wednesday- - the
13th with a meet against Grove
City CoSege at home. Coach --
Bateman describes Grove City as
"one of the best dual meet teams,
John Talbot, Cont.'
cont. from pg. 10
has become apparent to me that
the role of Campus Council is an
extremely Important one. In this far
reaching legislative body, where
students work on the same level as
faculty and administration, it is very
important that the student mem-
bers be open-minde- d, have a keen
foresight, be dedicated to the goals
of the student body, and have a
sincere interest in Wooster policies.
I am this kind of person; I am
energetic, resourceful, open- -
, minded, and I do care about where
this college is going. With regard to
my qualifications, my past experi-
ences Include: SGA representative,
SGA cabinet ISC, Campus Coun-
cil, Cultural Events committee,
Chairperson of SAB, and Student-Truste- e
relations committee.
I -- do not want to make any
promises other than that with my
membership irt Campus Council,
you may be assured of experi-
enced leadership, strong represen-
tation, and an active voice in
. campus affairs.
they (Grove City) really get op for
meets like these and we're cooking
hard to beat them."
Without time to catch their
breath the Scots, on Friday face a
double dual meet with Alleghany
and Kenyon. With Kenyon ranked
2nd in the nation and Alleghany
4th, the meet should be interesting
to say the least The Scots strategy
is to rest as much as possible for
this meet and go on what Bateman .
calls a "mini-taper.- " Says Bateman
of the duel, "If we can keep up with
them then we are in good shape.
Let's just put it this way, we're not
counting on" an upset" "If we're
within 15 points it will be a hell of a
good meet, on paper they've got
us by 26 points."
Whether they deserve it or not,
(he Scots will get no rest for on
'Saturday they meet . Denison,
voted 4th in the conference on the
pre season coaches poll, for a
home meet which looks Jo be
close. Bateman views Denison as
"tough" but hastens to add that the
Scots "should be ready." An added
feature to the meet will be that of
Senior recognition day. This year's
seniors include co-capta- in Stan
MacDonald, co-capta- in Jim Janas-
ko. Paul Lugg. Mark Homer,- - and
Adam Grosberg (diving).
r
n . J
JIM BURNS TAKES A SHOT against Wittenberg in
Wednesday' game. The Scots dueled the nation's top-ranke- d
team (Division H) down to the wire, losing a nail-bite- r, 64-6-0.
Photo by Mark Petersen.
Scots Fight for Prime Tourney Spot
The College of Wooster Fighting which wfll enter with a 12-- 8 overall
Scots basketball " team may be
entering its most important week of .
the 1979-8- 0 season.
Wooster, which was in a three-wa- y
be for third place in the Ohio
Athletic Conference entering last
week's play, seemed in good shape .
to take a home-cour- t advantage in
the first round of the OAC
tournament based on its record.
But two losses last week have
thrown a monkey wrench in the
plans, as Wooster slipped to 10-1- 1
overall, 6-- 5 in the OAC. and the
Scots must battle their way back if'
they hope to land a home game in
the tourney opener.
But it will be a rough road to.
travel, as . Wooster will be in
.Marietta Saturday, after Wednes-day'sgam- e
with the" nation's
second-ranke- d Division ID squad,
the Wittenberg Tigers.
.
Marietta, which started the
season afire, has been in a slight
slump lately, as the Pioneers also
suffered two losses last week, one a
triple-overtim- e heartbreaker to
Oberfin and the other a 56-4-5
setback to Wittenberg. The Pio-
neers are yet another strong
defensive team in the OAC, as
they have Bruited teams to under
66 points per game. Marietta, -
It's A Proven Foct:
Cortege Graduates Enjoy The
finer Things In lit: One Of Tne
Finr Things In Life Is Pizza From
-- 305 BeaH Aye. .
Just Off Campus
So Get Started Early
In life
Open Every Day at 11:00 A.M. 1
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mark, 5--6 in the conference, has
been led on offense by senior
Quinny Carter, who has been
scoring nearly 22 points per game
and was ranked 14th. in the latest
NCAA DMskm Q scoring race. '
. conterence .-- teams win oe a
aligned into Northern and
Southern divisions for this year's
22nd annual tourney, and teams
will be seeded in their respective
divisional brackets in order of their
league records. ,- -
The team with
'-t-
he best
conference record in each division
will receive a first round bye while
the teams with the second, third
and fourth-bes- t loop marks in each
division will host those Feb. 18
tourney openers.
Now-th-e Tfexas Instruments
11-99-4 Home Computer
Designsd to be tea first true home computer
for skilled computer users or beginners.
You can begin using the Tl Home
Computer literally minutes after
you unpack it. Without any --
previous computer experience or
programming knowledge. You
simply snap m one of TVs Solid
State Software" Command
Modules. Step-by-st- ep instruc-
tions are displayed right on the
screen. -
The TI-9- 94 gives you an
unmatched combination of
features, including:
Powerful TI-BAS- 1C built-i-n 13--
I) digit, floating point BASIC.
Up to 72K total memory capacity
1 6K RAM (Random Access
Memory), 26K ROM (Read Only '
r
' Ijisa.
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a FlclrTravel
Consultant 5
343 E. DOVMAN ST.
Fnr vnur uvivenienceIJust off the College Campus
!ft For AT I Your-Trav- cl
Inquiries and Needs
CALL
264-650- 5
Registarad Ohio Travel Agent
fTA0305
Memory), plus up to 30K ROM in
Tl s Solid State commana
Modules. "
16-col- or graphics capability.
Outstanding music and sound
effects, through four fuH octaves.
13" color monitor included.
Revolutionary Solid State.
Speech Synthesizer (optional) --
adds the remarkable dimension of
the human voice.
EigM-position-sb- 'ck wired --
remote controllers also available.
Each Solid State Software
.
Command Module contains a
complete ready-to-u- se program.
The
Women Cagers
Drop Two As
: Season Closes
.2 : . cont. from pg..Il " ; .
d ' Walton secured 12 rebounds,
while Leslie and Kemp contributed --
9 and 8. ' '' ' ---- '---
In other play. The Scotties lost to
Ohio Wesleyan Thursday. Feb. 7,
39-3-4. Vakon scored 9 points and
grabbed 15 rebounds and ' Kris
Leslie scored 7.
Although the Scotties showed
marked improvement they still lost
to Defience Saturday Feb. 9, by a
slim one point margin, 59-5- 8.
Pat Buda and Kris Leslie scored
in double figures with 17 points
'apiece. : -
The Scotties host their last game
of regular season play this Satur-
day, Feb. 16, against Denison at
2:00 p.m.
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Command Modules are available
in a wide range of application
areas from education to
entertainment to personal finance
and home management. .
Come take a look at the
remarkable TI-9- 94 Home .
Computer in action. The sooner
you Duy one. me sooner
you ana your ramiiy can ,
start benefiting from the
new computer age.--
Florence O. Wilson Bookstdirc
